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Abstract

Many architecture description languages (ADLs) have been proposed to model, analyze, configure, and deploy complex software systems. To face this diversity, extensible ADLs (or ADL interchange formats) have been proposed. These ADLs provide linguistic support for integrating various architectural aspects within the same description. Nevertheless, they do not support extensibility at the tool level, i.e., they do not provide an extensible toolset for processing ADL descriptions.

In this paper, we present an extensible toolset for easing the development of architecture-based software systems. This toolset is not bound to a specific ADL, but rather uses a grammar description mechanism to accept various input languages, e.g., ADLs, Interface Definition Languages (IDLs), Domain Specific Languages (DSLs). Moreover, it can easily be extended to implement many different features, such as behavioral analysis, code generation, deployment, etc. Its extensibility is obtained by designing its core functionalities using fine-grained components that implement flexible design patterns.

Experiments are presented to illustrate both the functionalities implemented by the toolset and the way it can be extended.

1 Introduction

Problem statement As defined in [14], the architecture of a software system refers to its organizational structure. This architecture can either be implicit or explicit. Making the architecture explicit has been an active area of research aiming at easing and improving the development process of software systems. These works led to the development of various Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) [19]. Besides describing the architecture of a software component, ADLs allow specifying various aspects such as its behavior [16], its interaction protocols [4], and platform-dependent information [10, 20]. Various tools have been developed to analyze, configure, or deploy these descriptions. Unfortunately, these tools focus on a specific purpose and are not easily extendable to support other functionalities. In particular, they fail to provide support for heterogeneous architecture descriptions, where the description of the software architecture involves multiple languages: ADLs, Interface Definition Languages (IDLs), Domain Specific Languages (DSLs), etc. Providing an integrated support for heterogeneous architecture description is key to easing the development of complex systems. Attempts have been made to develop extensible ADLs. For instance, ACME [13] proposes an extensible interchange format to federate various ADLs. In the same context, xADL [10] defines an extensible ADL that allows uniformly describing many aspects of the application architecture. However, both propositions focus only on the extensibility of the architecture description language itself, and do not provide an associated extensible toolset to process heterogeneous architecture descriptions. The problem we address in this paper is precisely that of devising an extensible toolset for processing heterogeneous architecture descriptions.

Motivating scenario We illustrate the notion of heterogeneous architecture descriptions with an example of real-world development (Figure 1). Consider a multimedia application that integrates a GUI and two video decoders. One of the decoders and the GUI are legacy code (C and Java, respectively), whereas the second decoder has a component-based structure, whose description involves the use of a DSL (JSL for Join Specification Language) for describing synchronization and concurrency at the architecture level1. The interfaces of the two decoders are described using an IDL (FractalIDL). Finally, an ADL (FractalADL) is used to describe the interfaces of the GUI and overall architecture (i.e., component instances and their connections).

What we expect from a toolset supporting such a heterogeneous architecture description is that it should com-

1 JSL is a language based on the join calculus [12] that allows describing event-condition-reaction (ECA) rules. Basically, join patterns are used to describe conditions using patterns of events. Once a pattern is matched, the associated reaction (implemented by a component) is triggered.
bine multiple features including verification of the architecture’s correctness (e.g., type checking component assemblages as described in [6]), generation of glue code for Java and C components, generation of JNI channels to allow cross-platform communications, generation of synchronization protocols implied by the JSL descriptions, and deployment of the architecture on a target platform (according to the FractalADL description).

**Contributions** The main contribution of our work is the definition of an extensible framework for heterogeneous architecture description processing (including architectural analysis, code generation, deployment, etc.). This is achieved thanks to a component-based design (using the Fractal model [8]) and the combination of several design patterns with inherent extensibility. Among the benefits of our work, we can emphasize:

- the ability to support an extensible ADL. This is illustrated by the support of the extensible Fractal ADL, and we could as easily envisage the support of xADL, for instance.
- the ability to support multiple targets, in terms of programming languages, as well as execution platforms.
- the ability to integrate, in a common toolset, multiple specialized tools covering different architectural concerns (e.g., analysis, deployment, etc.).
- the ability to automate the generation of code implementing architecture elements implied by the architecture description (e.g., connectors for cross-platform communications or for distributed execution).

**Outline** This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an architectural overview of the toolset. Section 3 presents the tree structure (AST) that is used to model systems described using heterogeneous architecture descriptions. Section 4 and 5 describe the architectural and programming patterns that are used for the construction and the processing of the AST. In each of the last three sections, extensions made to the described components for supporting the motivating scenario are discussed. Section 6 explains how the previously described extensions can be combined to deploy the motivating scenario. Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.

## 2 Architecture overview

Figure 2 presents the workflow implemented by the toolset. The toolset comprises three main components that we briefly describe below.

The *loader* component reads a set of input files (e.g., ADL, IDL, DSL, etc.) and produces an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). This tree provides a unified representation of the system architecture that is described using various description languages. The AST is generated using grammars that abstract each input language. Note that other unified representation formats may have been chosen, e.g., plain XML documents. Nevertheless, it is more efficient to process an AST than an XML document. This comes from the fact that processing XML documents requires manipulating files. The *loader* also integrates an extensible set of semantic analysis functionalities (e.g., assembly correctness, behavioral compatibility, etc.). Note that the semantic analysis may modify the tree. For instance, we describe later in the paper how the *loader* can be extended to insert JNI channels between cross-platform components.

The *organizer* component processes the AST to generate a graph of tasks to be executed. Examples of tasks include generation of code for JNI channels, instantiation of components, deployment of connectors between components, etc. The task graph allows specifying both the dependencies between tasks and the data flow they exchange. For instance, the instantiation of a component may provide a name that will be used by another task to configure a connector.

The *scheduler* component schedules the execution of each task of the graph in an order that guarantees that dependencies and data flow are respected.
3 The Abstract Syntactic Tree (AST)

This section describes the AST architecture and the factory mechanism that is used to generate it from abstract grammar descriptions. The extensibility of the AST is illustrated through examples involving the application presented in the introduction (Figure 1).

3.1 AST architecture

The AST is implemented as an XML-based object tree. Each node of this tree has multiple interfaces. First, each node inherits a base class providing generic functions for adding and removing decorations. These decorations are used by the various components processing the AST. For instance, a module in charge of checking the correctness of the system architecture may add a decoration to a node representing a required interface in order to note whether it is bound to another interface or not. In addition, each node implements an interface that is specific to the type of the node. This interface gives access to a set of arguments. For instance, the type-specific interface of a node representing a component may give access to the component’s name and to the location of its source code. Finally, a node can have children. In such case, it is said to be a container node and it implements one or several container interfaces to give access to its children. For example, a node representing a component can have children representing its interfaces and its subcomponents. In this case, it will have two container interfaces, for the interfaces and subcomponents, respectively.

The fact that each node can have many interfaces (i.e. many container interfaces), makes the AST inherently extensible. For instance, taking into account a new input language can most of the time be done by adding a new container interface acting as a merge point between the two languages. Consider the AST depicted in Figure 3. This AST represents part of the application described in the introduction. The white nodes are generated from the FractalADL description of the GUI component. The root node represents the GUI. It implements the Component interface that gives access to the name and to the source file of the component. The GUI component has two client interfaces (for H.264 and MPEG2 streams) that are represented by two children nodes. These children nodes can be accessed using the InterfaceContainer interface. Interfaces of the GUI component are described using the FractalIDL language. These descriptions are used to generate the grey part of the AST. This part models the methods and fields of one of the interfaces (the H.264 interface). As we can see, the integration of FractalIDL descriptions is done by adding an InterfaceDefinitionContainer interface to the nodes representing the interfaces. Consequently, supporting a new language does not require any modification to the interfaces of existing nodes.

![Figure 3. Example of an AST.](image)

3.2 AST factory

As we have seen in the previous section, the AST can be modified to integrate new input languages. It is obviously not reasonable to have an hand-coded AST implementation. Consequently, we use an AST factory that provides an API to create nodes of the AST. The types of nodes that can be created by the factory are described using a basic grammar specification language. This language is based on XML/DTD.

Let us illustrate the grammar specification language using the AST depicted in Figure 3. The AST factory must allow the creation of nodes representing components and interfaces as described in FractalADL (white part of the tree). The grammar specification is the following:

```xml
1. <add ast="component" iff="adl.Component"/>
2. <!ATTLIST component
3. name CDATA REQUIRED
4. source CDATA IMPLIED/>
5. <add ast="component"
6. iff="adl.InterfaceContainer"/>
7. <ELEMENT component (interface*) />
8. <add ast="interface" iff="adl.Interface"/>
9. <!ATTLIST interface
10. name CDATA REQUIRED
11. signature CDATA REQUIRED/>
12. <ELEMENT interface () >
```

Lines 1 and 8 specify that there exist two kinds of nodes in the AST, which have for type-specific interface
the Component and Interface interfaces, respectively. Lines 2 to 4 and 9 to 11 specify the arguments that can be accessed using these two type-specific interfaces. Line 7 specifies that a node representing a component may have multiple interfaces that can be accessed through the InterfaceContainer interface (Lines 5 and 6). Finally, Line 12 describes the fact that an interface node does not have any child node.

In order to extend the AST with information coming from FractalIDL definitions (grey part), it is first necessary to write a new grammar description similar to the one presented for the FractalADL language. Then, the grammar of the FractalADL language must be extended in order to define a container interface that will allow accessing nodes representing interface definitions. This is done by replacing Line 12 with the two following lines (ItfDef refers to the grammar of the FractalADL language):

12. `</add ast="interface"
13.   Itf="adl.ItfDefContainer"?>`
14. `</ELEMENT interface (ItfDef?)>`

### 4 Building a correct AST

This section describes the loader component that creates an AST using descriptions in heterogeneous architecture description languages. We start by describing the architecture of the loader. Then, we present the syntactic and semantic analysis modules that it integrates. We also discuss its extensibility using the example of the JSL language.

#### 4.1 Loader architecture

The loader is composed by a chain of components implementing a recursive loading process, where the base of the recursion is implemented by a low-level parser component corresponding to the main input language (Figure 4). In the example described in the introduction (Figure 1), the main input language is FractalADL. Indeed, this language is used to model the overall architecture.

![Figure 4. Architecture of the loader chain.](image)

Using a chain as the design pattern for the loader component allows a hierarchical processing of errors. Indeed, each component receives a correct AST from the component that immediately follows it in the chain. When an error is detected, the component throws an exception, which will be handled by all the components preceding it in the chain. The only issue to consider when adding a new component in the chain is to find an adequate location. Indeed, the component must be inserted before a component which will return an AST on which the expected verifications will have been done. For instance, the unbound interface checker component depicted in Figure 4 requires all component interfaces and their connectors to be loaded. Consequently, this component must precede the binding loader component.

We distinguish two kinds of components in the chain: parser components participate to the construction of the AST using one input file; semantic analyzer components proceed to semantic verifications on the AST they receive. Note that these components may also modify the AST if necessary.

#### 4.2 Parsers

As explained before, parsers contribute to the AST construction. Each parser is associated to an input language. It first proceeds to a syntactical analysis of the description it processes. Then, it uses the AST factory described in Section 3.2 to create AST nodes mapping the described architecture. We have developed several parsers. For instance, we have developed a generic parser that can be used when the input language is based on XML. This generic parser is customized using the grammar written for the AST factory. When the input language is not based on XML (e.g. FractalIDL and JSL in our example), it is necessary to develop a specific parser. Our experience shows that this is a straightforward engineering task since many existing tools provide helpful support (e.g. yacc, javacc).

#### 4.3 Semantic analyzers

Semantic analyzers perform verifications on the generated AST. A typical example of verification consists in checking that the architecture to be deployed is correct (e.g. components are connected using compatible interfaces). Analyzers can also modify the AST to enhance or to optimize the modeled architecture. Figure 5 depicts part of the architecture of the motivating scenario presented in the introduction. A Java-based GUI component is connected to a C-based H.264 video decoder. We implemented an AST analyzer, whose role is to insert JNI channels to allow components written in C and Java to interact. Such channels are made of a pair of Stub/Skeleton components.

The modification performed by the analyzer component on the AST is depicted in Figure 6. Before the transformation, the MMPlayer node contains three children repre-
senting the GUI and H.264 components, as well as the connector between the latter components. In the transformed AST, the connector node is replaced by a Stub/Skeleton pair, as well as connectors from the GUI (resp. H.264) component to the Stub (resp. Skeleton) component. Note that we used a gray color for the Stub and Skeleton nodes to represent the fact that they have a decoration specifying that their implementation must be generated.

Figure 6. AST transformation for inserting JNI wrappers between C- and Java-based components.

4.4 Extending the loader for JSL

This section explains how the loader has been extended to support the JSL language used in the example presented in Figure 1. As depicted in Figure 7, several components have been inserted in the loader chain. Insertion is made before the interface loader component because the added loader modules act on components’ interfaces. The JSL loader module travels the AST and detects all the components whose behavior is described using a JSL description. It uses the join parser module to create the ASTs corresponding to each of these descriptions. Then, the join decorator merges these ASTs with the overall AST. Finally, the join semantic checker module verifies that components have a behavior compatible with their JSL description.

Figure 7. Integration of additional components in the loader chain to support JSL.

5 Processing the AST

There is plethora of tools that can be developed for easing the architecture-based development process. Let us cite, for instance, tools for behavioral analysis, code generation, deployment, etc. In this section, we describe a framework that allows developing such tools based on the correct AST that is generated by the loader component. As explained in Section 2, our AST processing framework relies on the use of an extensible task graph. This graph is built by organizer components and executed by a scheduler component. We first describe the task graph architecture; then, we briefly present the schedulers, before presenting the design patterns that organizer components implement; finally, we show how the AST processing framework can be extended.

5.1 Task graph architecture

The task graph represents a set of tasks, together with their dependencies and the flow of data they exchange. The task graph must be acyclic in order to guarantee that the scheduler will be able to execute it. Each task implements a specific functionality. Typical tasks include data structure generation, component instantiation, connector deployment, etc. Tasks may receive inputs from two different sources: the AST and other tasks. This allows tasks to collaborate.

An example of collaboration between tasks is depicted in Figure 8. Dependencies and data flows between tasks are expressed using standard grammar rules. The left part of a rule represents a task; the right part describes its result. Verbatim words are integrated as such in the generated code, while underlined words are replaced by information stored in the AST. The example that is shown illustrates part of the tasks that are used to generate glue code for the GUI
Figure 8. Collaboration model for a set of tasks generating components in Java.

component. This component is written in Java. Generating the glue code consists in defining a class that implements a set of provided services and that contains fields representing required services. Three tasks are used. A main task, called CompDef, writes the code of the class. It starts by writing usual keywords (e.g. `public abstract class`) and then uses information stored in the AST (underlined words) as well as results of two other tasks that return the code for provided and required service declarations, respectively. Note that the only input of the two latter tasks is data stored in the AST.

We have defined a simple API for creating and manipulating task graphs. Basically, this API provides methods for (un)registering tasks, for retrieving already registered tasks, and for defining data exchange and dependency rules between tasks.

5.2 Schedulers

Task graphs are executed by scheduler components. A task can be executed as soon as its dependencies are satisfied. Consequently, the first tasks to be executed are the ones that only use information stored in the AST (`ProvServ` and `ReqServ` in the previous example). The scheduler can implement various parallelization strategies for the execution of tasks. Presenting them is out of the scope of this paper.

5.3 Organizers

The task graph is generated by the organizer component using the AST as input. The organizer architecture follows the Visitor pattern. We distinguish two types of organizer components:

- **AST traveler** components travel through the AST. They use a set of Organization visitor components that they invoke each time they find a node representing a component.

- **Organization visitor** components are invoked by the AST traveler components. They only process the sub-part of the AST that has for root the node they currently visit. Their role is to register a set of tasks to be executed, together with their dependencies and data flow constraints.

Figure 9. Architecture of a simple code generator.

Let us illustrate how this design pattern leads to the generation of the task graph presented in Section 5.1. The architecture of the organizer component in charge of generating code for Java components is depicted in Figure 9. Besides the AST traveler, the organizer component contains three organization visitors that are responsible for the three tasks required to generate Java code. For instance, the component definition organiser creates a new CompDef task each time it visits an AST node representing a component. This task is initialized with the component type name (`CompType`) stored in the AST. Similarly, the provided services organizer component creates a new task each time a node representing a provided service is found in the AST. This task is registered as a source code producer for the CompDef task created for the component that provides the visited service.

As explained before, organizer components implement the Visitor pattern. Consequently, they all have the same code organization, which eases their implementation. Figure 10 depicts the pseudo-code of the component definition organizer. The visit method implemented by the organizer has for parameter the AST node representing the visited component and the task graph. The organizer first creates a CompDef task and initializes it with the type information stored in the AST. It then searches in the task graph the ProvServ tasks associated to the provided services of the node it visits. It declares dependencies between the CompDef task and the ProvServ tasks. Actually, the SrcCodeProducer parameter specifies that the code generated by ProvServ tasks will be used by the CompDef task. It then does the same processing for ReqServ tasks. Finally, it registers the CompDef task.
procedure compDefVisit(compNode, taskGraph) {
    // Create a CompDef task
    compDefTask = new CompDefTask();
    // Initialize the CompDef task
    compDefTask.setCompType(compNode.type);
    // Find and add dependencies to ProvServ tasks
    ProvServ[] provSers = compNode.provSers;
    for (provServ in provSers) {
        provServTask = taskGraph.getTask(provServ.name,
            compNode);
        compDefTask.addDependency(provServTask,
            SrcCodeProducer);
    }
    // Same for ReqServ tasks
    ...
    // Register the CompDef task
    taskGraph.registerTask('CompDef',
        compNode,
        compDefTask);
}

Figure 10. Pseudo-code of the component definition organizer component.

5.4 Extending the AST processing framework

In this section, we describe two extensions to the AST processing framework. The first extension shows how new tasks can be defined and inserted in the task framework in order to generate code for component type definitions. The second extension shows how code can be generated for supporting the JSL language.

5.4.1 Code generation for component type definitions

Consider that a system architect wants to use the AST processing framework to generate and compile component type definitions conforming to the rules depicted in Figure 8. He will first have to define new types of tasks\(^3\). Examples of such task types are depicted in Table 1. Data produced (resp. consumed) by tasks are represented by up-arrows (resp. down-arrows). Note that for the sake of clarity, only data flows between tasks are presented, i.e. data retrieved from the AST are not shown. The SrcCodeProducer interface defines a type of tasks that produce source code, while the SrcCodeConsumerProducer interface defines a type of tasks that both produce and consume source code. Similarly, the SrcFileProducer and FileConsumerProducer interfaces define types of tasks that produce files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source code</th>
<th>File</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Types of tasks for code generation and compilation.

Once task types have been defined, the system architect must provide actual implementations of them. For instance, the ProvServ and ReqServ tasks introduced in the previous sections are implementations of the SrcCodeProducer type. Another example is the CompDef task that is an implementation of the SrcCodeConsumerProducer type. As illustrated in Figure 10, these actual implementations are then used in the code of organizer components. Developing these components and integrating them in the AST processing framework is easily done using the Visitor pattern described in the previous section.

5.4.2 Code generation for the JSL language

As explained in the introduction, JSL is a language based on the join calculus [12] that allows describing event-condition-reaction (ECA) rules. In this section, we show how the AST processing framework can be extended to generate a C-based implementation of finite state machines (FSM) managing ECA rules. Similarly to the architecture presented in [11], FSMs are implemented using three main modules (see Figure 11). MessageQueues allow storing received messages from a given type. Obviously, the FSM of a component can contain multiple MessageQueues. The QueueManager provides an API to manage the queues of the FSM. Each time a message is enqueued in one of the queues it manages, the QueueManager invokes the PatternMatcher to check whether a pattern is matched by messages stored in the MessageQueues. When a pattern is matched, the QueueManager dequeues the corresponding messages and triggers the reaction of the component.

FSMs are generated by three different organization visitors that create tasks of above-mentioned types. The first visitor is dedicated to the generation of MessageQueues. This visitor creates SrcCodeProducer tasks that retrieve from the AST the types of messages exchanged by a component and generate code for appropriate data structures. The second visitor cre-
ates SrcCodeConsumerProducer tasks that generate source code for the PatternMatcher. The latter tasks consume the code generated by tasks generating MessageQueues and retrieve patterns to be matched from the AST. Finally, the third visitor aims at generating the QueueManager's implementation. It creates SrcCodeConsumerProducer tasks that generate code using both the code generated for the MessageQueues and the PatternMatcher.

6 Back to the motivating scenario

In this section, we explain how the various features presented in the paper allow deploying our motivating, real-world example depicted in Figure 1.

1. Verification of the architecture's correctness: as presented in Section 4, our tool comprises a loader chain in charge of generating an AST representing the overall architecture of the application to be deployed. The correctness of the architecture is assessed by loaders that check that components are correctly bound (i.e. that all interfaces are bound to interfaces with compatible types). Note that complex type-checking analysis, such as the one presented in [6], can be performed.

2. Generation of glue code for components: we have presented in Section 5 the way the AST can be processed. In particular, we illustrated the AST processing with the example of glue code generation for components written in Java (Section 5.4.1). Similar code generation tasks have been developed for generating the glue code for C-based components. In our motivating example, they are used to generate data structures for the MPEG2 and H.264 decoders.

3. Generation of JNI channels: our motivating example involves components written in different languages (C and Java). We have shown in Section 4.3 that the loader component could be extended to automatically add JNI stub/skeleton components between components. The code of these stub/skeleton components is automatically generated by tasks similar to the ones presented in Section 5.4.1.

4. Support for the JSL language: the MPEG2 decoder uses complex synchronization primitives described in the JSL language. We have shown in Section 4.4 that the loader chain can be extended for integrating JSL descriptions in the AST and for performing behavioral verifications. Moreover, we have explained in Section how the AST processing framework can be extended to allow generating the implementations of finite state machines required for managing components' execution.

5. Compilation of sources: generated and hand-coded sources are compiled to produce executable binaries. Compilation tasks have not been presented in the paper. These tasks are basic since they rely on standard compilers (e.g. gcc, ld, javac).

6. Instantiation of components: executable binaries are instantiated by dedicated tasks. For space limitations, these tasks have not been presented. Basically, they work as follows: Java components (including JNI wrappers) are directly deployed on a target JVM. C components are first packaged as shared libraries. They are then loaded by the JNI stub/skeleton components as soon as a connection has to be established between the components.

7 Related Work

There have been several ADL developments in the past fifteen years, which can broadly be classified in two categories according to the support tools they provide. A first category includes ADLs such as Wright [4], Rapide [16] or Unicon [23] that provide assistance for the design and analysis of software systems. They allow system designers to specify the dynamic behavior of the modelled components, by means of different formalisms, including process calculi, and provide tools to help verify various safety and liveness properties. A second category includes ADLs that provide assistance for the actual implementation of software systems. This is the case of ADLs such as Olan [5], Aster [15], C2 [18], Darwin [17], or Knit [21] that use architecture descriptions to automate software configuration and deployment, connecting architecture descriptions and the underlying programming language in which the system is implemented. Interesting cases in this family are the ArchJava [2] and the ComponentJ [22] programming languages, which actually merge architecture description with
programming, extending the Java language with component constructions. ArchJava proposes an interesting language support for developing software connectors implementing various communication semantics [3]. Our toolset provides a similar support as illustrated with the JNI example. Note that our proposition differs from the former in the ability to automate the code generation and deployment of connector components using architectural information (e.g. deployment of JNI channels between Java- and C-based components).

The above ADLs have in common to be somehow monolithic, even though they may provide a certain degree of extensibility: for instance, this is the case of Knit, which allows a system designer to extend the Knit tool chain to take into account additional design constraints to be verified against architecture descriptions. Some recent works, however, recognize that the many different architectural concerns (typically addressed by different ADLs) need to be supported. This line of thought underpins the proposition of ACME [13], an architecture description interchange language between different ADLs, but also, more importantly, recent proposals for extensible ADLs such as ADML [1], xACME [24], and xADL [10]. ADML is a translation of ACME into an XML DTD, xADL and xACME are based on XML-schemas and built above xArch [10], an XML-based infrastructure for the development of ADLs. xADL introduces an interesting distinction between architecture description and architecture prescription. The former relates to a system structure at runtime, whereas the latter relates to a system structure at design time, before its instantiation. The focus in xADL is on the prescription side, with particular support for architecture evolution and product families, representing concepts such as options and variants, and more generally configuration management with versions. xADL also provides modules for abstract and Java implementation. xACME extends xArch with constructs for specifying properties and constraints on architecture families.

Finally, our work has some relationship with model-driven engineering approaches and work around the Unified Modeling Language [7]. UML 2 comprises support for architecture descriptions. Several tools, from commercial CASE tools such as Rational Rose, to more experimental ones such as Fujaba [9], support UML components to some level, and provide extensive model analysis and transformation capabilities, as well as code generation capabilities. Our work is centered on architecture-based inputs, and does not pretend to address all the above mentioned features. However, we believe that by integrating ADL, IDL and XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) inputs, our toolset could be used to implement many features including code and documentation generation, as well as architecture deployment.

To summarize, the toolset presented in this paper has two main differences compared to previous propositions. First, our toolset does not implement a monolithic function. Instead, it provides a modular and extensible core which can integrate any of them. Extensions for code generation, compilation and deployment have been illustrated in the paper. We believe that support for behavioral analysis similar to the one proposed in Rapide and Wright could easily be implemented using the AST processing framework. We plan to implement such features in our future work. The second main difference is that our toolset does not rely on any specific ADL, but rather accepts heterogeneous architecture descriptions in various languages. We argue that the ability to integrate different legacy (domain-specific) languages is key to supporting the development of software systems in different contexts.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an extensible toolset aiming at easing architecture-based software development. The key contributions of our toolset are that it supports heterogeneous architecture descriptions in various languages, and can produce different, extensible forms of outputs. This is achieved using an extensible AST architecture, together with a programmable, component-based processing chain. We have illustrated the extensibility of the proposed toolset with several examples: support of a new input language, insertion of semantic analysis features, code generation for various programming languages, deployment of software components on various execution platforms, etc.

We are currently extending this toolset to perform advanced type-checking analysis [6]. Moreover, it is currently used within many research projects focusing on the development of customized operating system kernels, distributed multimedia applications, configurable communication middleware, etc.

Source accessibility  The main source code of the toolset is available at: http://fractal.objectweb.org.
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